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The problem: 
Slacktivism

• Slacktivism = low-threshold forms 
of political engagement online


• Easy form of political gratification


• Self-interested + based on 
reputation management


• Informational cascades can lead 
to emotive and inconsistent 
information becoming viral on social 
networking sites (e.g. #Kony2012) 

• Reptuational cascades: audiences 
are susceptible to trends or the 
sway of popular opinion



The rationale

• Laboratory experiments designed 
to replicate environments in 
which slacktivism is said to occur


• Investigate what type of sources 
trigger attention and 
engagement among young 
social media users (those who 
share similar characteristics with 
so-called slacktivists)


• Digital micro-activism: a result of 
social media cascades, or a 
contemporary form of political 
engagement?



The methods: 
Laboratory experiments

• Experimental research is 
valuable, but often ignored 
in internet politics (with 
good reason…)


• Built within Facebook — 
private group with identical 
newsfeed, bar the 
treatment



Experiment 1: Testing for the 
effect of information type

Presents participants with varying 
types of information on the same 
issue to measure if exposure affects 
the likelihood of future political 
mobilisation





Experiment 2: Testing for 
the effect of Facebook likes

Investigates the willingness of 
participants to sign an e-petition 
on the basis of its popularity 
(Facebook likes)







Outcome variables

• Attention, operationalised by each 
subject’s interaction with the news 
feed


• e.g. clickthrough rate; time spent 
browsing 

• Engagement: post-test survey to 
measure behavioural intention 
measures


• 11-point likert scale was used to 
measure the likelihood that subjects 
would participate on a political issue in 
the future


• Focus group* discussion



Experiment 1: Testing for the effect of 
information type



Attention: Clickthrough 
rate on the treatment

BuzzFeed + Upworthy = attention 

Change.org had a noticeably 
lower clickthrough rate



Engagement: Mean scores for 
future intention to engage based 

on exposure to the treatment

Information of any kind, 
excluding the e-petition, 
correlates with the likelihood 
of engagement



Engagement: Mean score for future 
intention to participate in digital micro-

activism based on the level of interest in 
the environment

Evidence of a positive linear 
relationship between interest 
& likelihood of future digital 
micro-activism



Tentative Conclusions: 
Critical Citizens

• Subjects seem to prioritise 
issue interest > information 
type 


• Post-test measures show 
participants do not just accept 
the views of the source material


• BuzzFeed: entertainment, not a 
space for political learning


• Upworthy: engaging and 
informative



Experiment 2: Testing for the effect of 
Facebook likes



Attention: Clickthrough 
rate on the treatment

Correlation between the level 
of likes and viewing the 
treatment



Engagement: Petition 
signatories in each treatment 

group

No correlation between the 
threshold of likes and the 
number of petition signatories



Engagement: Petition 
signatories based on level of 

interest in MPs' expenses

Weak correlation between the 
level of interest and the 
likelihood of a subject signing 
the petition



Engagement: Amount of 
time spent on the treatment

Of the eight participants that 
did sign the e-petition, only 
three spent more than one 
minute browsing the page



Tentative Conclusions: 
Critical Citizens

• Threshold of likes did have an 
association with attention but…


• Threshold of likes had no clear 
association with engagement 
measures 


• Pre-existing views a more 
plausible explanation for 
participation



Limitations (!) / 
Disclaimer

• Small n: Low number of participants (and 
university students!)


• External validity: Mundane realise was key 
motivation (e.g. Facebook feed; sign in with 
user credentials; selective exposure), but.. 


• vs. Internal validity: 

• One user account overlooks the effect 
of specific contacts on user behaviour


• Artificial newsfeed — each user has a 
unique news feed; does not take into 
account FB algorithm


• Timed and in “lab” setting on a desktop 
computer



but I would do it again… 
Need for “kludgy” methodologies to 

understand digital behaviours (Karpf, 
2012) 

We need moar experimental workarounds!
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